Abstract-Traditional neural network approaches for traffic flow forecasting are usually single task learning (STL) models, which do not take advantage of the information provided by related tasks. In contrast to STL, multitask learning (MTL) has the potential to improve generalization by transferring information in training signals of extra tasks. In this paper, MTL based neural networks are used for traffic flow forecasting. For neural network MTL, a backpropagation (BP) network is constructed by incorporating traffic flows at several contiguous time instants into an output layer. Nodes in the output layer can be seen as outputs of different but closely related STL tasks. Comprehensive experiments on urban vehicular traffic flow data and comparisons with STL show that MTL in BP neural networks is a promising and effective approach for traffic flow forecasting.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of modern economy, more and more people start to use automobiles. Urban traffic congestion has become a commonplace phenomenon, which brings a series of social problems to our lives. If traffic conditions, especially the coming of peak traffic flows, can be predicted accurately, people could respond in advance to prevent roads from being jammed. Smooth and well-ordered traffic will give a great convenience to the public and our society. The establishment of a better traffic flow forecasting model is the basis of predicting traffic flows to avoid the congestion situation. For example, it could provide valuable traffic information to Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) to anticipate congestion occurrence as early as possible.
So far, people have raised a variety of methods for traffic flow forecasting, such as nonparametric methods [1] , local regression models [2, 3] , neural network approaches [4] , fuzzy-neural approaches [5] , Markov chain models [6] , and Bayesian network approaches [7] . In this paper, exploring the performance of neural networks from a new point of view for traffic flow forecasting is our concern.
A neural network (NN) is an approximation and variation to a biological neural system but is highly simplified. It has various intelligent processing functions such as learning, memorizing and predicting. NNs can solve modeling problems for complicated systems which are uncertain and seriously non-linear [8] . The traditional neural network approach for traffic flow forecasting is to learn a task at a time [9] . It is a single task learning (STL) model which neglects the potential and rich information resources hidden in other related tasks. The opposite is the multitask learning (MTL) neural network approach which has more than one output [10] . In MTL, the task considered most is called the main task, while others are called extra tasks. MTL can improve generalization performance of neural networks by integrating some field-specific training information contained in the extra tasks [11] . In this paper, we focus on using MTL backpropagation (BP) networks to carry out traffic flow modeling and forecasting. Experiments with encouraging results show that this approach is considerably effective for traffic flow modeling and forecasting.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. MTL and its benefits for traffic flow forecasting are introduced in Section II. Then we give the model construction mechanism, and report experimental results in Section III. Section IV summarizes this paper and gives future research directions.
II. MTL

A. MTL and NN
MTL is a form of inductive transfer whose main goal is to improve generalization performance [12] . It uses the domainspecific information which is included in the training signals of extra tasks to improve generalization. In fact, the training signals for the extra tasks serve as an inductive bias [13] . In other words, that bias is used to improve the generalization accuracy in order to perfectly complete the main task. It is because that the helping information which is provided by inductive bias is stronger than the one gained without the extra knowledge. As reported, better generalization can often be yielded by employing MTL if there is only a fixed training set [14] . MTL also can be used to reduce the number of training patterns needed to achieve some fixed level of performance [15] .
Normally, most learning methods such as traditional neural networks only have one task. When we want to solve a complicated problem, it could be split into a number of small, appropriately independent subproblems to learn [16] . This may ignore a potentially rich source of information contained in the training signals of other tasks drawn from the same domain [17] . In fact, it is believed that most-realworld problems are multitask problems and performances are being sacrificed when we treat them as single problems. Therefore, we introduce MTL NN which has more than one output to predict traffic flows. In a MTL NN, all tasks are trained in parallel using a shared representation. And the information contained in these extra training signals can help the hidden layer learn a better internal representation for the main task. MTL has the potential to meliorate the prediction accuracy of the main task and improve the generalization of the entire network through learning the extra tasks.
With the inductive bias provided by the extra tasks, MTL is applicable to any learning methods to improve generalization performance. Besides, the speed of learning, and the intelligibility of learned models are also ameliorated via employing MTL. This paper concentrates on improving generalization accuracy of neural networks using the inductive transfer paradigm MTL.
B. MTL for traffic flow forecasting
MTL is broadly applicable. One of the applications is using the future to predict the present [18] . Time series prediction is the subclass of using the future to predict the present. MTL used for series prediction is a new method for traffic flow forecasting whose core idea is to make prediction for the same task at different time. Using MTL NN to make time series prediction, the simplest approach is to use a network with a number of outputs, each output corresponding to one task which is at different time. In addition, the output used for prediction can be the middle one so that there are tasks earlier and later than it trained in the net [11] .
The flow of one traffic junction at any time has a correlation with the flow of its contiguous moment. Therefore, using time series prediction to forecast traffic flow has significance. We can arbitrarily choose the flow of m continuous time instants to forecast their next moment's flow. The way we use MTL is that we predict the vehicle flow at time n (denoted by t(n)) by selecting t(n-1) and t(n+1) as well as outputs. Therefore, forecasting t(n) is treated as the main task in the network. We generally select the extra tasks which definitely have connections with the main tasks. Here, we consider that t(n-1) and t(n+1) have certain relationship with the main task and choose them as extra tasks. They play an inductive bias role for the main task so as to increase the forecasting accuracy of t(n).
III. MODEL CONSTRUCTION AND EXPERIMENTS
A. The source of data
Now, we use the idea of time series prediction for traffic flow forecasting, and the net is BP neural network using MTL. It means that we forecast future traffic flow at given road links from the historical data of themselves. The difference from ordinary neural network is that the current uses a method of MTL. It has more than one output.
The data used for analysis are the vehicle flow rates of discrete time series which were recorded every 15 min. Data's unit is vehicles per hour (veh/h). We choose a fraction taken from one urban traffic map of highways to verify the approach of MTL. The fraction is shown in Fig. 1 . Each circle node in the sketch map denotes a road junction. An arrow shows the direction of traffic flow, which reaches the corresponding road link from its upstream link. Paths without arrows are of no traffic flow records. The raw data are from March 1 to March 31, 2002, totaling 31 days [7] . Considering the malfunction of detector or transmitter, we screened the days with empty data in view of evaluation. The remaining data for use are of 25 days and totaling 2400 sample points.
We select the first 2112 samples points and treat them as training data. The rest are used for test data. 
B. Model building
The model building of the traffic flow forecasting can be concluded as follows:
(1). A three-layer NN is chosen. The reason is that it can approximate to any continuous function, as long as the appropriate number of hidden layer neurons and right activation functions are used. If the network layers increase, the network will become complicated and the training time will increase. Therefore, a network which has an input layer, a hidden layer and an output layer is selected.
(2). Traffic flows of five seriate time instants are adopted as inputs. A function which can make data normalize to deal with the sample points is applied. After doing that, the original data are normalized to the range -1 from 1. At the same time, the pace of training may accelerate. After normalization, the initial weights of network will not be big, enabling network performance and the ability of generalization better. For the hidden layer we select fifteen neurons according to practical training performance.
(3). Sigmoid function is selected as the specific activation function between input layer and hidden layer. The form of sigmoid function is described as
This function can make neuronal inputs map to a range from -1 to 1 . Since it is a differentiable function which is suitable to train NN using the algorithm of BP. The activation function between hidden layer and output layer is a linear function whose form is shown as
It is also a differentiable function. We can get arbitrary value from the function as its outputs. (4). Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is selected to train the network [19, 20] . Because it has comparatively fast convergence speed and high precision which can rectify network's weights and threshold better. The adjustment formula is shown as
where J is a Jacobian matrix whose elements are the network error's first derivatives with respect to weights and the corresponding threshold, e is the network error vector, and µ is a scalar quantity which is initialized. There are many parameters in the training function including the largest training epoch, training time, and network error target which can be all acted as the stopping conditions of training. If training time of the network has no strict demands, the largest training epochs which can make the network converge are selected as the only guideline of the training stopping by observing the changes in network training error. Since the establishment of the preferable network model is based on the results of a large number of practical trainings, so only when we change a parameter to inspect the effect which is brought to the network, can we build a better network model [21] .
(5). The constructed MTL network model is given in Fig. 2 . The network has three outputs and the forecasting of t(n) is severed as main task. We employed STL as a comparative method and the STL network model is given in Fig. 3 . As is shown, the net only has one task.The difference between that two NNs is only in their output layer. STL NN has one neuron as its output, while MTL NN not only has main task, but also has extra task.
C. Experimental results
We take vehicle flow data B b as an instance to show our modeling mechanism. B b represents the vehicle flow from upstream junction C to downstream junction B. The traffic flow figure of all sample points in 25 days is depicted in Fig. 4 .
The training set and test set have been described, we predict traffic flow only for single inflow of a junction. The network is trained by using the first 22 days' data to forecast the traffic flow of later 3 days. Experiments are firstly done by using MTL. According to practical training, setting training parameters of the NN. The goal of training error is initially defined as 0.006. In course of the experiment, training error of the network is shown in Fig. 5 .
From Fig. 5 , we can see that network error hardly changes after 125 training steps. In order to increase the training accuracy, 300 epochs are selected as the maximal training t(n-5) epochs in the end. It also means that the training will stop after experiencing 300 training epochs.
The final forecasting result of the MTL network for the last 3 days' data of link B b is shown in Fig. 6 .
Root mean square error (RMSE) is used to evaluate prediction performance of the networks. The expression is shown as
where α is the estimate of n-dimensional vector t. The performance measure RMSE of B b in MTL can be calculated as the following:
Now, we employed STL as a comparative method. The final forecasting result of the STL network for the last 3 days' data of link B b is shown in Fig. 7 . Similarly the RMSE is:
Known from formula (5) and formula (6), MTL is better than STL in forecast accuracy. Furthermore, the performance improvement of MTL is defined as follows: This is meant that MTL is better than STL in prediction accuracy by 9.31 percent. In order to objectively evaluate the performance of STL and MTL for traffic flow forecasting, we also conduct experiments on other road links. Likewise, we select the largest training epochs which can make the network converge as the only guideline of the training stopping. The other parameters are all based on the results of a large number of practical trainings. The results are given in Table  I . From the results, we can see that RMSE of the forecasting results all diminish after using MTL. It implies that the forecasting precision is improved. Therefore, MTL NN can be used for traffic flow forecasting to get relatively precise results. It is useful for ITS to deal with the problem of traffic congestion.
IV. CONCLUSION
Traditional forecasting methods are generally to anticipate with STL. They fail to attach importance to a potential, rich and available information resources which can be obtained from training information of other tasks in the same area. Usually, those results are not ideal. MTL mentioned in this paper is synchronal to train more than one task and can take full advantage of training information in the extra tasks to improve the generalization of the network. It makes the net have higher forecasting accuracy.
From above experiments, we can see that the forecasted results of traffic flows are closer to the true value when multitask learning is used in the network. It illuminates that multi-task learning for time series prediction of traffic flow is very practical. In the future, comparing the neural network MTL approach with other methods, such as kernel regression [1, 11] , Bayesian networks [7] will be investigated. Besides, incorporating information from neighbor road links would also be studied [22] .
